
OYHA Practice Plan #3 - Week 2 - Passing Stations - Prepared by: SCB

Date: 07/14/19 Group:

Length: 60 mins   

Start Time: 7:00pm Focus: Passing

End Time: 8:00pm Level: SQ

Length Start Drill Name Category Notes

0 7:00pm OYHA Week 2
Practice 3 -
Passing Station
Layout

Stations

5 7:00pm How to Pass -
Full ice warm up

Passing

5 7:05pm Cone Gate
Passing

Passing

8 7:10pm Follow Your Pass
Station Drill

Passing

8 7:18pm Czech Drill 7 Puck
Control

8 7:26pm 3 Player Fig 8
Passing

Passing

8 7:34pm Figure 8 Passing
w Partner

Passing Focus on passing tape to tape ahead of player (leading them) as they come
in and out of the cones. Pass to where they will be and be patient not to
pass into cones, but when they are available to receive a pass.

8 7:42pm 4 v 2 Neutral
Zone - Keep
Away

Passing This also introduces penalty key and power play.

10 7:50pm Baseball Game -
3 zones full ice

Small
Game

Notes: Practice 3 Stations - focus on passing
Videos and off ice demonstration with your teams

Warm up - Stationary passing forehand and backhand 2 lines entire length of ice. Then Cone/Gate passing game.

Videos to share with coaches and players.

Forehand Pass video 
M2Hockey – Hockey Share
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=heZmN_jyC24

Backhand Pass 
IHS - Ice Hockey Systems w/ Ben Eaves
https://www.icehockeysystems.com/skill-development-videos/backhand-passing
Additional backhand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cNm1Byf2YSk

Stations:

Station 1 - Follow your pass
Station 2 - Czech drill #7
Station 3 - 3 player fig. 8 passing
Station 4 - 2 player cone fig 8 passing
Station 5 - Neutral zone 4v2 keep away

End with Baseball all 3 zones



Drill Title: OYHA Week 2 Practice 3 - Passing Station Layout (1 Diagram )

OYHA Week 2 Practice 3 - Theme - Passing
For All Station Practices depending on number of coaches
you can adjust number of stations

Station 1 - Follow your pass
Station 2 - Czech Drill #7
Station 3 - 3 player fig. 8 passing
Station 4 - 2 player cone fig. 8 passing
Station 5 - Neutral zone 4v2 keep away

Key Points:

Drill Title: How to Pass - Full ice warm up (1 Diagram )

Intro to passing - stationary passing - cover proper stance
(should not face partner shoulders line up like a baseball
player about to hit- they do not face the pitcher), stick
position(pull puck back behind rear leg), puck moving heel to
toe, point at target. Receiving a pass - put stick out at front
leg, cushion pass & continue to move it to back leg to
immediately pass back. Can convert to 1 skating fwd and 1
skating bwd back and forth to each boards.

Key Points:

Drill Title: Cone Gate Passing (1 Diagram )

Cone Gate Passing Drill/Game (can be done all over the ice
with both teams or just in a station)

Players partner up and pass through random pairs of cones or
'Gates'. They continue to pass in between moving to new
gates. Make a game out of it where each pass through a gate
to their partner is 1 point and see how many points each pair
has at the end. 

Coaches are trying to intercept passes/block gates and
players cannot pass through any gate they have already
been at.

Add complexity of backhands through gates only or kicking
the puck only.

Key Points:



Drill Title: Follow Your Pass Station Drill (1 Diagram )

First player skates behind net & passes to X1 & takes their place the X1 passes to X2 & skates to
take X2's place and so on. X3 skates around tire (power turn, Mohawk or other around tire) then
goes in and shoots. Player at X2 location 'faints' defense on player coming in to shoot.

Key Points:

Drill Title: Czech Drill 7 (1 Diagram )

Czech Drill 7
Player starts in corner skating bwd to far side of net & stops, quick give n go pass to coach on
that side of net then skates fwd around net & gives a pass off boards to another coach or player.
They proceed towards coach & receives pass back & makes a power turn towards boards can
fake shot before pad then skates to far side of pad & takes a shot.

Can run this drill on other side of rink (mirrored).

Key Points:

Drill Title: 3 Player Fig 8 Passing (1 Diagram )

3 players - 2 are stationary 1 moving then they switch every 30 sec. can be done anywhere on
half ice. Player can just skate in circle around players, adjust to Fig. 8 change directions, do
mohawks around X1/X2. Key is to lead passes and don't rush it wait until players are set to
receive a pass be patient. 
Have multiple groups going.

Key Points:



Drill Title: Figure 8 Passing w Partner (1 Diagram )

Fig. 8 Partner Passing

Setup cones approx. 6-8 ft. apart and adjust as necessary. One player 'O' skates in a fig. 8
around cones and player 'X' (stationary) is passing back and forth as 'O' moves around cones.
They switch every 30 seconds or 5-10 passes.

Start out skating forward, then have them perform mohawks, then transitions where they always
face their partner going fwd to bwd around cones. Can also go backwards only. Change directions
of Fig. 8

Key Points:

Drill Title: 4 v 2 Neutral Zone - Keep Away (1 Diagram )

Neutral Zone 4 v 2. The 4 need to stay in their zone -
generally around their dot (quadrant). Playing keep away.

Key Points:

Drill Title: Baseball Game - 3 zones full ice (1 Diagram )

3 zone Baseball - all 3 start on the whistle & go in direction
shown to avoid collision by the 'hitters'/skaters. 
5 players start in high slot as arranged in diagram (Ds do not
have to be at the top).
X passes to any player in the middle and tries to skate
around the pylons into the opposite corner BEFORE the
players in front of the net score on the goalie.
All 5 players must touch the puck at least once, rebounds are
alive until the skater crosses the goal line.
After all skaters have gone, switch the 5 players in front and
repeat

Key Points: Move puck quickly Good shooting position One, timers


